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Title of programme
Honour School of Geography

Brief note about nature of change:
Various minor amendments, change to timing of fieldcourse in line with previously approved change to fieldwork report deadline

Effective date
1 October 2013

Location of change
In Online Regulations

Detail of change

1. In online regulations ([http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/11-30s_S_R_H_S_OF_GEOGRAPHY.shtml](http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/11-30s_S_R_H_S_OF_GEOGRAPHY.shtml)), section B, sub-section 3.III, delete “place and society” and insert “Place and Society”.

2. In online regulations ([http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/11-30s_S_R_H_S_OF_GEOGRAPHY.shtml](http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/11-30s_S_R_H_S_OF_GEOGRAPHY.shtml)), section B, sub-section 3.IV, delete “geography” and insert “Geography”.

3. In online regulations ([http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/11-30s_S_R_H_S_OF_GEOGRAPHY.shtml](http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/11-30s_S_R_H_S_OF_GEOGRAPHY.shtml)), section B, sub-section 3.V, after “Chair of the Undergraduate Teaching and” delete “Learning” and insert “Examination”.

4. In online regulations ([http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/11-30s_S_R_H_S_OF_GEOGRAPHY.shtml](http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/11-30s_S_R_H_S_OF_GEOGRAPHY.shtml)), section B, after sub-section 3.V,
after “Each candidate will submit:”, sub-section 1, delete “the Easter vacation” and insert “Trinity Term”.

Explanatory Notes

Clauses 1-2: These changes are minor amendments to add capitalisation to the module titles.

Clause 3: This updates the name of this committee in line with what it has been known as for a number years (UTEC).

Clause 4: This clause is a follow up to a previous examination regulation change that requested a change to the deadline for submission of the fieldwork report, in line with a change to the timing of the fieldcourse. In the previously requested change, no amendment was requested to the reference to the timing of the fieldcourse – only a change to the fieldwork report deadline was requested – this change rectifies the omission.